
Airbrush Tanning 

Instructions for Rapid Airbrush Tan           
~ Please follow these Prep and Post Instructions for best results!                           
~ Norvell Mitt, Hydration Spray or Loofah available! 

Prior to Tan Preparation (Night Before): 
1. Cleanse Skin, Exfoliate, Shave & Hydrate skin well the night before session. (No harsh 
soap) (No Burt’s bees Lotion). 
* Important to Prep and Hydrate skin the night before your appointment for best results. 
4. Skin should be Clean & Dry before session. Exercising before is fine but then you must 
rinse right after so please plan accordingly before arriving for your appointment. 
* Do Not apply moisturizer to skin right before, makeup and deodorant should be 
removed. 
5. Wear Dark loose clothing and any undergarments that will make you comfortable, 
Nothing tight should be worn for the drive home. 
* Shower-cap, Hair-tie & Pasties are provided if needed.  
6. Cover leather or light interior in vehicle for drive home if you choose to wear shorts.  

Post Tan Care (4-5 hrs max time before a rinse):  
1. Norvell Rapid Tan is designed to quickly develop (within 3hrs.) so you don't have to 
wait long or sleep in solution!  We will discuss and determine the length of wait time for 
you based on your skin and preference of desired Tan before you leave appointment. 
2. Rinse off in cool water and a light amount of gentle Cleanser or Hair Conditioner can 
be used if needed (No harsh soap & No exfoliation). 
3. Avoid rubbing with towel, pat your skin dry and immediately apply hydrating lotion or 
hydrating spray to entire body after session and every day after. (No Burt’s Bees) 
* Hydrate skin everyday-after to extend the life of your Airbrush Tan. 
* No exercise, sweat, jacuzzi or sauna use for at least 24 hours after session.  
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